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Status: Fixed Start date:
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Assignee: % Done: 100%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.2
Description

It would be great i if there was any support for chapters included in mkv files.

Associated revisions
Revision f4264b5c - 01/19/2013 11:03 PM - Andreas Smas

Add support for chapters in video files

Fixes #786

History
#1 - 11/21/2011 12:00 PM - Poseidon Pontomedon
- File Multiple_Streams_and_Chapters.mkv added
- File Streams.txt added
- File chapters.txt added

Damn it, hit enter too early, sorry.

I included a test file with 6 chapters, each one with a distinctive name.

#2 - 11/22/2011 10:48 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

Yeah, I think so too. but how would you want it presented?
How should the UI work?

#3 - 11/22/2011 11:03 PM - Poseidon Pontomedon

hmmm i'm not so much of a user interface designer..

but i'd say either as two more of the square buttons ("|<" and ">|") or as a submenu, like the audio/subtitle tracks.

#4 - 11/23/2011 10:22 AM - Poseidon Pontomedon

another idea that just came to my mind:
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You could replace the rewind and fast-forward buttons with last/next chapter buttons if chapters are available, because rewind/fast-forward would still
be possible in the progress bar.

The buttons could even be permanently replaced, if no chapters are available they could simply jump something like 5 mins +/-.

#5 - 11/23/2011 10:33 AM - Poseidon Pontomedon

I wish there was an edit feature...

two more things:
1) I do still like the submenu idea, too.
2) another great thing would be to display the chapter name after changing to a chapter. Kind of like a subtitle, probably at the top of the screen, with a
nice fade-out-effect /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

#6 - 11/23/2011 04:00 PM - Jérôme S.

1) like the idea of a submenu showing chapters list (bullet list or number list)
2) dislike. If there is a subtitle though ? can't read...

#7 - 11/23/2011 07:57 PM - Poseidon Pontomedon

@2: you're right, that could be a problem. but I think at the start of a chapter is hardly ever a subtitle (a scene normally starts with an establishing shot,
not directly with a dialogue). Furthermore I suggested to put the scene title at the top of the screen. I think collisions can be avoided that way, but I
would make that title display an optional feature anyway.

#8 - 12/13/2011 11:04 PM - Rusty Unknown

We already have a chapter layout screen. There is a button that displays the "thumbnails" for every 2 minutes or so.

The only change needed is to display correct chapter thumbnails (if available) instead of the standard "every X minutes"...

So, we already have "standard/general" (thumbnail every 2 minutes etc...) chapter support. We just need support to read the chapter
timeline, and update the thumbnail layout to reflect this change. Possibly display the chapter name in the middle of the screen when you
highlight a chapter thumbnail. This is easy to read, and the chapter can disappear or quickly fade after you select/enter the desired chapter.

#9 - 12/13/2011 11:12 PM - Rusty Unknown

Another option is to display the title directly above the thumbnails, but the layout space is very small, so I'm not sure we can fit much text here...

#10 - 12/20/2011 05:30 PM - Rusty Unknown

You really don't have to worry about the chapter title covering up anything important (like subtitles) if you make it disappear instantly after
selecting/enabling the chapter.
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It would only be a problem if you used a long fade away effect.

When I get a chance to take a screenshot of Showtime with the thumbnail layout open I'll make an example picture to upload here so everyone can
give feedback.

#11 - 12/28/2011 12:57 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category set to Video playback

#12 - 01/07/2013 08:23 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Accepted
- Target version set to 4.2

#13 - 01/19/2013 11:06 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:f4264b5ca8a14d764fa7ed5513fac0c51e643d27.

Files
Multiple_Streams_and_Chapters.mkv 30.3 MB 11/21/2011 Poseidon Pontomedon
Streams.txt 1.2 KB 11/21/2011 Poseidon Pontomedon
chapters.txt 355 Bytes 11/21/2011 Poseidon Pontomedon
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